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The purpose of this paper is to apply the following two perturbation 
theorems to certain differential operators. The theorems are due to Kato [I] 
(see also [2]). 
1. DEFIMTION. Let T be a linear operator with domain O(T) in Banach 
space X and range W(T) in Banach space Y. The dimension of the kernel 
M(T) of T is written LY( T) and the dimension of Y/.%?(T) is written p(T). 
Here a(T) and /I(T) will b e either non-negative integers or CCL T is called a 
semi-Fredhlm operator if the following two conditions are satisfied. 
(i) T is closed and has a closed range. 
(ii) a(T) and /3(T) are not both 03. 
In this case the index X(T) of T is defined, with values in the extended reals, 
and is given by S(T) = a(T) - /I(T). 
2. DEFINITION. Let N(T) be closed. The minimum modulus of T, 
written y(T), is given by 
il TX Ii 
y(T) = d-$-) d(x, q(T)) ’ 
where O/O is defined to be co and d(x, N( T)) is the distance from x toN( T). 
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By letting p : .9(T)/.&‘(T) --f Y be the 1 - 1 operator induced by T; 
i.e., F[x] --_ TX, [x] E g(T)/&-(T), it follows that y(T) :z 0 if and only if i’ 
has a bounded inverse, in which case y(T) = I’ p-i ‘l l. Thus if X and Y are 
complete, W(T) = S?(p) is closed if and only if y(T) ..., 0. ‘l-he important 
role played by y(T) is seen in Theorem 3. 
3. THEOREM. Let X and k’ be complete and let T be a semi-Fredholm opera- 
tor. Suppose B is a linear operator with X 1 B(B) 3 2(T) and S?(B) C Y. Ij 
there exist non-negative numbers a and b such that a -+ by(T) < y(T), and 
/’ BX )! < a ‘1 x !i + b \I Tr 1, , x E g(T), (*I 
then 
(i) T c B is a semi-Fredholm operator and X(T + B) .= .X(T) 
(ii) a(T + B) < a(T) ad B(T + B) d B(T). 
4. THEOREM. Let T and B be us in the above theorem, with the exception 
that (*) is replaced by 
B is T-compact; i.e., B is compact on a(T) 
with norm II x 11  j TX 11 , x E g(T). Then 
(i) T f B is a semi-FredhoJm operator and X( T + B) = .f( T), 
(ii) a( T j U3) and fi( T 1 M3) haoe constant wakes n, and n, , respectiwely 
except perhaps for isolated points. At the isolated points, 
a(T+M) >n, and /3( T + hB) > n2. 
It turns out that y(T) is the best constant in that Theorem 3 may fail to 
hold if we replace y(T) by a larger number. For example, take X = Y and 
let T be the identity operator on X. Then y(T) = 1 and for B = -- T, 
!I B II =: 1, yet 2’ + B = 0. For additional examples and a discussion of y(T), 
the reader is referred to [1] and [2], Chapters IV and I’. 
We first give a positive lower bound for y(T), where T is a maximal diffe- 
rential operator in gr,(I), 1 < p < x, I a bounded interval. Then y(T) is 
determined for T the maximal operator in y2(I) corresponding to a constant 
coefficient differential expression on an arbitrary unbounded interval I. In the 
applications of the theorems to the case when A’ == Y == .!Za([O, co)), we find 
it convenient to express B as the sum of two operators, one of which is 
T-compact and the other T-bounded. There is a large degree of arbitrariness 
in the manner in which this decomposition can be made; however, we choose 
one which leads to particularly simple classical existence theorems for several 
different types of perturbations. 
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5. LEMMA. Suppose there exist bounded linear operators A and B which 
map 52(T) and 9(T), respectively, into X such that 
ATx - Bx E J’-(T), x E e9( T). 
If there exists a constant c such that 
II x - Bx I: < c II TX II, JC E -%T), 
thm y(T) > (c + 11 A /1)-l. In particular, if there exists a bounded linear 
operator R mapping Y into X such that TR = C has a bounded inverse on Y, 
then y(T) > (1 RC-’ :1-l. 
PROOF. Since for all x E 9(T), 
4x, J’V)) < II x + @TX - Bx) II < Cc + II A II) II TX !I , 
it follows that y(T) 3 (c + )I A II)-‘. Now RC-‘TX - x E M(T) for all 
x E Q(T). Hence setting A = RC-’ and taking B to be the identity operator 
on 9(T), we obtain from the result just proved that y(T) > II RC-l 11-l. 
REMARKS. By the above observation, if TR = I, then y(T) 2 1) R )1-l. For 
partial differential operators, the problem of finding such a right inverse R is 
the classical problem of determining a fundamental solution for the operator 
T. Thus for operators for which a fundamental solution is known, see, for 
example, [3], Chapter III, [4], Sections 3.1, 3.2, a lower bound for r(T) may 
be computed. 
6. DEFINITION. Let 7 be a differential expression of the form 
Q- ==I XLl k a Dk, where each ak is a complex-valued function on interval I. 
The maximal operator T,,,,, , 1 < p, q < co, corresponding to 7, p, q and I 
is defined as follows 
9(T) = (f j f E PD(Z), f fn-i) absolutely continuous on 1, Tf E SQZ)) 
Tr.mf = TJ 
The following theorem appears in [2], p. 140. 
7. THEOREM. Let I = [a, b] be compact and let T be the maxim& operator 
corresponding to (7, p, q), 1 <p, q < co, where T k the d@krential expression 
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Tb, 
(i) T is surjective and has kernel index n. 
(ii) Z,ff~ YJZ), 1 < q < co, then Ty =f, where 
and G is the continuous function on Z x Z expressed as the following quotient 
of determinants 
Y,(S) Y2(4 -** Y&) 
Y;(s) Y;(s) *** YXS) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Y;(s) Y;(s) **’ Y;(s) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
yl”-‘)(s) yp-‘)(s) . . . yll”-“(s) 
with ~1% ~2 ,..., yn any bask for N(T). 
where )I &, is the norm on YB(Z), and q’ zk cunjugate to q. 
REMARK. It also follows from Lemma 5 that 
y(T) 2 II A II-l, 
where A is the bounded operator from 9’,(Z) into 2’JZ) given by 
(Af) (f) = ,: Sf (4 ds- 
Let T denote the differential expression xI-0 a,Dk, al, constant, a, # 0, 
on the interval [0, 00). For brevity put T = T,,2,2. Balslev and Gamelin [5] 
have shown that the essential spectrum oh(T) of T defined as 
ue( T) = {h 1 W( T - M) is not closed} 
is the point set {A 1 X = p(b), u E R}, where p(z) = XX,, a#, R = reals. 
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For any II E Cc (- co, co) put P(u) = Je-‘2” u(x) dx where here and 
unless otherwise indicated all integrals are over [- co, co]. Defining 
Ru = (2a)-l/ ef20 ii(u)p-‘(iu) do, p(b) # 0, u E R, 
we have TRU = u and from the Parseval Theorem 
II Ru 112* < “2 I p&4 I-’ II u IV. 
R may therefore be extended to a continuous linear operator R on all of 
L2(- co, co). 
8. LEMMA. If u E Ly- 03, ot)), then I& E g(W) and T&J = u where 
TI is the muximal operator defined by r on L*(- co, co). 
PROOF. From the Parseval Theorem there is for each j < n a constant 
kj < Q, such thatxjRu jjs2 < A, I] u j/s* for all u E Cr (- 00, co). Thus 
extending DR to LNR a continuous linear operator on L*(- 00, a~) we have 
from the identity of weak and strong derivatives Dj& = a, and so 
u = 7% = T&. 
9. THEOREM. 
Y(T) = ~2 I P@J) I . 
PROOF. If u EL~[O, 03) then extending u by zero to (- 00, co) the restric- 
tion to [0, co) of Ru, viz. R,u is a right inverse of T and so by the remarks 
following Lemma 5, 
To complete the proof we construct a sequence {u,} C 9(T) such that 
II, E N(T)I, (I u, II = 1, and limv+o3 11 Tu, 1) = mincreR I p(b) 1. Choose s E R 
such that Ip(-zk)I=min,,RIp(iu)), and for v>n+t+l put 
G.(U) = C,Q(u) (u - i + s)-“, where 
Q(u) = ,i! (0 - &>, A ,..., b 
the roots of p(A) = 0 with negative real part counted according to their multi- 
plicities and 
C;’ = (27r)-’ j 1 Q(u) Ia 1 u - i + s I-* do. 
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Then 
U”(X) = (27r)-l J” eiZa z&(u) do 
has at least n continuous derivatives and 11 u, 11 = 1. Further, since G”(u) 
is holomorphic for Im o < 0 and vanishes there like 1 u Ic+ as ! a i + 00, by 
the Paley-Wiener theorem [6], u,(x) = 0 x < 0. Thus 
(~Q(u) = (iu)j Z&(U) 
and we have immediately that Dju EL~[O, 03) j < n or u E .9(T). If the roots 
x i ,..., At are distinct, A’(T) is generated by {eA12 ,..., eAo}, and since 
(Uy , e*P) = 1 Y.(X) e-Q dX = f&,(iiij) = 0 
j = l,..., 4, d(u, N(T)) = 11 U, 11 = 1. If some of the roots A, ,..., hc are multiple 
a minor modification of the above proof is necessary. 
On the real axis p(b) C,(U) vanishes like i u j-v+n+( as 1 u I+ 00 and has 
its maximum for large Y at u = - s. Thus given E, 6 *> 0 for all Y sufficiently 
large 
PV (I-“-” --s+l -02 
+ Irn ) I p(iu> 4(u) i2 do < c, 
therefore 
!I Tu, 112 = (27r)-‘1 1 p(iu) z&(u) I2 da 
Since E, 6 > 0 are arbitrary, lim,, !I Tu, 112” < I p( - ti) 12, proving the 
theorem. 
REMARKS. 
(i) With minor adjustments the above proof is valid for any interval I 
having at least one end point at infinity. 
(ii) Clearly we can also compute y exactly for any differential operator 
which by a suitable transformation can be reduced to a constant coefficient 
operator on [0, 00). For example, it is well known [2], [5] that 
7 :f(s) -+ e”“f(e”), 0 < x < co, is an isometric isomorphism of Ls[O, 03) 
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onto L2[1, cc) with inverse 7-l : g(x) + s-1/2g(log s). If G is the Euler 
operator cim_,, agkDk on [I, co) then G = qp(D) r]-l, where 
p(D) = ~0 + f aj ‘5 (D - (4 + A)). 
j=l k-0 
With L the maximal realization of C on L2[1, co) we then have 
?p.N-(L) = N(T) and if II E .9(L), d(u, X(L)) = d(?-*u, Jr(T)). As a 
corollary to Theorem 9 we now have 
COROLLARY. If 
y(L) = inf IILU II 
u@(L) d(u, .x(L)) ’ 
then y(L) = minoeR 1 p(&~) 1 . 
For the examples which follow we shall choose only the simplest case 
VU., 7 = P - h. While the techniques are applicable to any constant 
coefficient differential operator the general case requires a tedious evaluation 
of numerical constants. All the constants involved can be found, or estimated, 
on the basis of Theorem 9, and the following lemmas, but even in the case we 
shall consider, the estimates are in general not sharp. 
With 7 = Dn - h, n > 0, p(iu) = (in>” - h and so from Theorem 9 
a,(D”) = {A 1 Im h = 0, Re h 2 0) ?l=O (mod 4) 
={A( Reh =0} ?Z=l (mod 2) 
={hIImX=O,Reh<O} n=2 (mod 4), 
and in all cases r(T) = d(h, u,(D”)).~ 
Clearly for all I( E .Q( 2’) = 9(Dn) 
II D”u I! < II Tu II + I h I II u II . (1) 
The estimates of Lemmas I1 and 12 are well known e.g. [2], [5’j, 
but since for later use we need good estimates of the constants involved 
we sketch their proofs again. The remaining lemmas provide the necessary 
estimates for our examples. 
10. LEMMA. Let aj , j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., be a sequence of real numbers U, > 0, 
such that 
Uj+l < cajt2 f l ‘aj , j = 0, I,..., for all B > 0, (2) 
thenfwallA>O,O<j<m, 
a, < h-42, + A-jfz&(m, j), (3) 
* It wss shown in [7j that for X = Y = C[- I, 11, y(P) = n12n-1. 
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where 
1 -- 
k(m,j) = { f(m -j)m-j m-m p(m-j)j}m-i. 
PROOF. Clearly (3) is true for m = 2, j = 1, and assuming it is true for 
m -.= n, 0 <j < n we obtain on substituting (3) into (2) with j = n - 1 
a, d ua,i.1 + k(n, n -- 1) cF%-~-‘(u - <)-+I a, , (4) 
where c -= G(, - A)-‘, l > h, but is otherwise arbitrary. As a function of 6, 
the coefficient of a,, in (4) has an easily determined minimum of 
&r .T 1, n) u--“. Thus 
a, < uansl + u-%&n + 1, n) (5) 
for all u :> 0. To complete the proof, substitution of (5) into (3) with m = n, 
yields 
j G’-l-n)j 
aj < pn+l-ja,+l + aO{frn-$Pil-jk(n f 1, n) + uxpT k(n, j)), (6) 
where pn~l j --. &V-j. A rather tedious computation yields that as a function 
of u the coefficient of a, has a minimum of p-jK(n -7 1, j), completing the 
proof of the lemma. 
11. LEMMA. Let j, m be integers 0 < j < m, and E > 0 be arbitrary, then 
for all u in the domain of the maximal operator &$ned by Dm on L*[O, ccl), 
or more precisely 
I, Dju )!22 < B II D% 1l22 -:. l -(*)k(m,j) II u J!p2, 
where k(m,j) is the constant of Lemma IO. 
PROOF. That ]j Dju IIs < co, j < m for all u of the lemma is well known, 
c.f. [S], [2] Theorem 1’1.6.2 and we therefore omit its proof. Put 
” Dju 1122 7 aj , j = 0, I,..., then for any E > 0, aj+r Q eaj+s -t e-‘aj , 
j = 0, 1, 2,..., [8] p. 187. Thus, (7)’ follows from the preceding lemma and 
since k(m, j) < 2”j (7) is also proven. 
12. LEMMA. If E > 0, then for all u in the domain of the maximal operator 
defined by D on L2[0, CO) 
I u’(t) 12 dt -t 1. I’+’ 1 u(t) I2 dt[ . 
4 z (8) 
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where 
B(c) = alg+ ,p 1 b(t) 12 dt. 
PROOF. If u satisfies the requirements of the lemma 
and 
(1 - k-1) U(‘) E&[O, co) 
U(X) = - 
r 
o $ (1 - a-9) 11(x + t) dt. 
Thus expanding the integrand and applying Schwarz’s inequality 
The second statement now follows as in the proof of Lemma 4 of [5]. 
Let dx), do) = a b 0, ~(4 t co as x -+ co, be piecewise continuous 
with piecewise continuous first derivative on [0, co) and such that v’(x) > 0. 
Suppose further that I = [0, co) - {supp p’}, if not empty, is the union of 
ordered intervals Id = (x ( Xi < x < xj} x, < xi < x2 < xi < *** . The map- 
ping X-P t = dx) is, except at most at the set of points {xi}, {xi} a 1 - 1 
map of {supp p’} into [a, 00) and the inverse map x = q+(l) is well defined 
on dsupp p’) except possibly at the points {p)(xJ}, {(p(xj)}. Put It(t) = CJJ-‘(!), 
t E dsupp q~‘), 1,4(t) = 0 otherwise. 
13. LEMMA. With CJI, $ as above, g 
6) P = $i zk$Nv(xi+J - 44 > 0, (p = co if{x,} isfinite). 
‘ 
(ii) #’ EL;,[N, oo)for N lmge and 
lim sup 
P 
+’ 1 q(t) 1 dt = K, < co 
N--a a>~+‘) e 
O<e<p. 
thenB:u-+uop,isD-boundedonL2[0,m).Fu.rther,given~>O,Bmaybe 
written as a sum B = B, + B,, where B, is D-compact and B, D-bounded it 
P[O, so) with 
II B2u II2 < 2(K + M + s)l+ Ii 04 11’ + 6-l il fd iI’/ 
valid for all l < p. 
PROOF. Given 6 > 0, choose N so large that 
For any u E L2[0, 00) put B,u = u(d)(x)), x < N, B,u = 0, x > N, and 
Bfi = (B - B,) u. 
If u E P[O, co) then 
II B2u II2 - I ; I 4dxN I* dx 
+ c-l 1 u la dt 
since E < p. Thus extending B, by continuity we have 9(B2) 3.9(D) and the 
estimate of the lemma is proven. 
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The proof that Bl is D-compact on L2[0, N) and hence L2[0, co) is basically 
the same as the proof that the identity on L2[0, N) is D-compact. Let {+} be 
a D-bounded sequence, say 1) Du,, 1) + 11 u,, 11 < 1. 
Since 
I 1(n(4 - dy> I2 G (x - Y) j-z I 4(t) I2 dt for y <x 
Y 
it follows that the sequence {uJd.x))} is equicontinuous on the intervals 
lying between the discontinuities of q on [0, N]. By the Ascoli-Arzela theorem 
there exists a subsequence which converges uniformly on the union of these 
intervals. Moreover, since the convergence is uniform on each of these 
intervals, the limit function has left and right limits at each of the discon- 
tinuities of p; i.e., is also piecewise continuous and thus in L2[0, w. Thus 
B, is D-compact and we have also shown .9(B,) 1.9(D). 
The conclusion of this lemma is also valid under different hypotheses on v, 
e.g., if in (i) p = 0 and (iii) is replaced by xi (si - xi) < 00, then the final 
estimate holds with (K, + 8) re pl acing (K6 + M + 6). If p satisfies much 
more restrictive hypotheses the following lemma can be easily proven 
directly. It cannot be deduced immediately from Lemma 13 without weaken- 
ing the conclusion. 
14. LEMMA. I- r/(x) > 0, do) = a 2 0 and 
e&tup I q’(x) 1-l = C 
then the map B : u + Y o v is defined on all La[O, 00) and 1) Bu (( < C (1 u (1. 
PROOF. Trivial. 
15. LEMMA. Let b,(x) E Lm[O, co), i = 0, l,..., n - 1, and pul 
6’ = lili m;x ey;;p {hi(X)}. 
I 
Then B : u -+z:i b,(x) D’u is Dn-&jined on L2[0, 00). Given S > 0, B may 
be written us the sum B = B, + B, , where Bl is De-compact and B, is D”- 
bounded with 
where 
II 4+ II < (6’ + 8) {(n - 1) II Dnu Ii + 4 II u II>, 
n-1 
e = 1 + 1 K(n, i)‘. 
i-l 
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PROOF. Clearly g(B) 1 S%(D) and choosing N so large that 
maxess SUP 1 hi(X) / < b' f 6, 
I z>N 
we put B,u = Bu x < N, B,u = 0 n .> N, R, = B - B, . B, is then D”- 
compact [5], while 
n-1 
!I B,u II < (b + 6) c Ii Diu il . 
i=O 
The estimate of Lemma 11 for i = l,..., n - 1, with z = 1, gives the inequal- 
ity desired. 
REMARK. Clearly the choice E = 1 is arbitrary but is made here since the 
optimal choice of E, which could be made later, does not yield a sharp estimate. 
A similar decomposition of B can be made under much weaker hypotheses, 
see [5] and Lemma 12 above. 
We now present some applications of the preceding results. 
In the theorems below the conclusions are stated as far as possible in 
classical rather than abstract terms. 
16. THEOREM. If p.(x) satisfies the requirements of Lemma 14, h 6 a,(Dn), 
and 
c < y, (9) 
then for all f E L*[O, 03) the equation 
D"u -Au = u(q.(x)) +f(x> ('0) 
has a solution u E Z3(Dn). Further the number of linearly independent solutions 
of (IO) with f = 0 and u E g’(P) is exactly 
cx = {number of roots of zn - h = 0, with Re z < O}. 
PROOF. With C < y, 11 Bu 11 < 0 11 Tu II + C II u 11, where Bu = u 2 v 
and t = D* - A, for all u E S?(T). H ence by Theorem 3 .X( T + B) = X(T), 
a( T -t B) < a(T), /?( T + B) < /3(T), but since /3(T) = 0, cu(T) = OL [5], 
fl( T -t B) = 0, or(T f B) = (Y, as required. 
REMARK. If v(x) = x + 6, b >, 0, then (10) is a differential-difference 
equation with advanced argument. Such equations are unstable [9], but as 
the above theorem shows may have solutions more regular than the corre- 
sponding retarded argument equation. 
A more general equation with advanced, but variable argument, is con- 
sidered in the following theorem. 
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17. THEOREM. Ifrp(x) satisfies the requirements of Lemma 13, X # u,(Dn), and 
for some l , 0 < B < $I$ 
We + MP < J 
7- 
T(@(y + ( x 1) + ;3e-2 + h(n, l)),) ’ (11) 
then there e&t a jnite number of linearly independent functions 
fl ,..., ft EL~[O, 00) such that the equation 
D”u - Au = r&(x)) + f (x) (12) 
has a solution u E .9(D”) ;f and only if (f, fi) = 0, i = I ,..., I. Further the 
equation (12) with f = 0 has exactly (a + 6’) linearly ina+mient solutions 
u E 9( Dn). 
PROOF. If (11) is satisfied, then for some 6 
(K + h.f + q+ < J 
3- 
T(c”(y + I h I) + :3c-2 + h(n, I))+} * (13) 
Consequently from Eqs. (I), (7)’ and Lemma 13, !( By 11 < a )I u 11 + b (/ Tu I(, 
where a, b > 0 and a + by < y. Further since B, is T-compact and T is 
(T + B,)-bounded, B is (T + B,)-compact. Theorems 3 and 4 now give 
.X( T + B) = Y(T + B,) = (Y, from which the conclusion of the theorem 
follows. 
Perturbations of constant coefficient operators by relatively compact 
operators with variable coefficients have been treated fully in [2]. Here we 
use the estimates of Lemma 15 and Theorem 9 to deduce some knowledge 
of perturbations of D” - h by a class of relatively bounded operators with 
variable coefficients. While the technique is not limited to this operator it is 
used here as an illustrative example to avoid the numerical complications 
which arise in the general case. As applications of Theorems 3 and 4 we have 
the following results. 
18. THEOREM. If B is the operator of Lemma 15, 
rn$ax ess sup R(x) 1 = b” < 00 
and 
b” < 
(n - l)(rLw+B,’ 
then for every f E L2[0, 00) the equation 
(14) 
(15) D”u+Bu-Au=f 
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has a solution u E 9(P). Further there are exactly 
01 ={numberofrootsofzn -A =OwithRez >0} 
linearly independent solutions of (15) with f  - 0. 
PROOF. By Lemma 15 B is Dn-bounded and since (14) is true we have for 
some 6 :, 0 
@” + *) < (n - 1) (y : 1 A I) f es; ’ 
Consequently by Eq. (1) and Lemma 16, II Bu iI < a II u II + b II Tu I, where 
a, b > 0 and a + b < y. Hence by Theorem 3, X(T + B) = .ly (^ T), 
a( T + B) < a(T), /3(T + B) < fi( T). Since /I(T) = 0 and a(T) == a, 
.X(T + B) = = = a(T + R) and /3(T + B) -= 0, which is just a restate- 
ment of the theorem. 
For perturbations of the most general form considered in Lemma 15 the 
following weaker result holds. 
19. ‘I’HEOREM. I f  B is the operator of Lemma 15 and 
b < (n - 1) (y ‘* I A I) -t 8, ’ 
then there exist a finite number of linearly independent functions 
fI ,..., fc E L*[O, 00) such that th equation (T + B) u = f  has a solution 
u E 9(Dn) if and only if ( fi , f) = 0, i = l,..., k Further the equation 
(T+B)u=Ohas exactly (a + 6’) linearly indepedent solutions u E 9(Dn). 
PROOF. As for Theorem 17 with Lemma 13 replaced by Lemma 15. 
REMARK. Perturbation by integral operators may also be considered, but 
since these need no new techniques they are omitted. 
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